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About This Content

Exploring the dangerous New World of Survarium takes a lot of risk and challenge. Be prepared to start your journey by setting
off on a Team Mission with this Explorer Pack.

Includes

3 Access Keys

Use the Access Keys to respawn instantly when killed in a Team Mission. Or to get more loot.

50 Spare Parts

Use spare parts to upgrade and modify your weapons and gear in Survarium.
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Title: Survarium - Explorer Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Vostok Games
Publisher:
Vostok Games
Release Date: 11 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (Service Pack 1), Windows 8.1 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 or better / AMD Phenom II X4 / AMD FX / AMD Ryzen

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce: GTX 650 / GT 1030 or Radeon R7 250X

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 16 GB available space

Additional Notes: HDD: NTFS file system required

English,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian
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Not really worth playing. Its an old game for kids. Find a word and then the picture depicting it, while avoiding enemies and
holes.. Great casual game.

I like this companies entire series, I did run in a bug in this one.
I played non stop untill i got to the part i need use the steaming glass of water on the window.
The game stopped letting me use items, triggering a restart on my end.

For the rest:
no further gamebreaking bugs.
easy enough to let me enjoy without frustration.
decent enough story.

Enjoable series especially for the 2 dollars or so i spent on them via the bundle.
. Like devs said, it took me 5h to get all endings.

PROS:
- price
- yuri
- unexpected endings for sure
- Isolde's route sex scenes were VERY good written (Priya's were not my thing so maybe that's why I didn't really enjoyed them)
- for some people can be important so: game is uncensored

Little cons:
- backgrounds were little bland, even if action took place in the tower some rooms could be more colorful (library) or detailed
(kitchen, dinning room)
- it's kinda sad that we weren't able to see characters in other poses

Bonus:
Everytime I got Priya's ending I was scared even more XD. Frankly, it's disgusting that an "AAA" company continues to deliver
such a broken product. Every year, Parks, Rec, and MyTeam are filled with cheaters. No game I have EVER played has not
blocked cheat engine. The effort that 2K puts in to the PC port is gross, and shows the laziness of this company.. Crash the
game first 2 minute, would not let me cast . Boat un controllable All around BAD time. Will un install now.. Cute little
adventure game short (expect to take maybe 15-20 minutes on your first try, which is fine as an introduction). The graphics are
intentionally like those of vintage Sierra games, but more advanced when you look closely (the dithering from SCI games has
been replaced with proper solid colours while still maintaining the retro look, with the scanline simulation adding to the
nostalgia). The puzzles are cute and absurd yet logical and the music is amazing.

Having played both Void Quest and Snail Trek Ch. 1, I'm really looking forward to the next episode and the developer's
magnum opus Cascade Quest.

Now if I could only find that 46th point.... this game is rad boys
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Part of the Grand Campaign series, this add-on follows from GC 1940 with the non-historical invasion of Britain. The style is
very much Grand Campaign - lots of smaller scenarios than in the main game, with a wider variety of objectives - but felt much
larger and slightly more challenging than the first two in the series. The disadvantage is that, because it is non-historical, there is
no proper link back into the Grand Campaign, although on the Slytherine website there is a mod which overcomes this. The
ending suggests that there might be a follow-on campaign in due course.

The bottom line, in my view, is that if you enjoy Panzer Corps then this DLC is highly recommended and excellent value.. I
♥♥♥♥ing hate it.. Just not good or engaging enough to deserve a $20 pricetag, this was a waste of money for me.. Once again, i
wish steam would enable another choice than thumb up or down. This game is an average one and you can find far better on
steam, but it's playable... So don't pay it at full price, it's not worth it.. Wonderful with 9 awesome endings, That being said it is
super short but also super free. A quality VN thats most definitely worth a read and play. 10/10. A fun little game; plenty of
puns and charming scenery. Point and click adventure games are a personal favorite of mine.. I really "tried" to like this game,
gave it all chances I could. I'm an old school games lover, I know the developpers wanted to make a game for nostalgic players,
but this one is too... rough.

+ It's a cute game, but...
- Everything is random, there is no logic in character creation (every characteristic can reach 0 or 100%, so your characters are
quite chimeric, not really sexy...)
- Pixel art is not convincing, graphics and game play are quite poor. Monster design is terrible.
- Game is very repetitve, as its cute but sad OST. Exploration and loot are not motivating.
- Expensive for such low content.

I gave up finally, spending too much of my time exploring, not really understanding where this game could bring me.

(NB : I think pixel art should be used in a clever way. It should not be an excuse to put poor graphics and textures.). Most
important thing to know about this game is that it is NOT PUzzle Quest. If you come into this game expecting something like
Puzzle Quest, you will be disappointed. Puzzle Quest is an rpg with a puzzle game as the core of it's combat system.
Gryomancer is a puzzle game with a fantasy theme and a few very light rpg items tacked on.

You have skills, but they all work automatically. Make a match (using Bejewled Twist instead of Bejeweled) and both your skill
gage and the enemy's fills up. Match your current monster's color to fill a lot fast, match the enemy's to stop it from filling at all.
Full gages turn jems into jems that do things when involved in matches if it's your, or timed jewels that go off if you dont' get
rid of them if they are the enemies.

That's mostly it. There are also maps to explore and experience levels which change the rate of skill filling and different
monsters you can add to your party. The focus is more on the puzzle side with the other stuff flavoring it.

Is is good? Yes, I think it is very good.. Marginally better than 'Zup' but you won't be racking your brains over this. It's
effectively a simple maze game where the pathways are usually limited and obvious and honestly, would be frustrating to play if
it weren't. 'Okay', but not enough here.. Rly dank game, gives u the real feel of being a mighty space badger.
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